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Background

The Coal Commission proposes auctions to close hard
coal plants — lots of questions need to be clarified
Statements in the final report of the Coal Commission
"In the field of hard coal-fired power plants, the Federal
Government should pursue a steady reduction of capacities in

the market as far as possible. This should be based on the
currently foreseeable reduction of hard coal-fired power plant
capacities via the CHP Act [KWKG] as well as security of
supply. For the remaining capacity, a voluntary
decommissioning premium is to be offered in the form of a

Key proposals
➢ Reverse auctions to be held to close hard
coal plants
➢ Hard coal plant operators participate
voluntarily
➢ Auction timeline should account for closures
due to CHP Act and lack of profitability

tender. […]

➢ If auctions are oversubscribed, bids are to be
selected based on emission savings criterion

If the tender for the voluntary decommissioning premium is

➢ No redundancies due to plant closures

oversubscribed, the award is made on the basis of a criterion
that reflects the emission savings. A necessary prerequisite in a
tender is the exclusion of redundancies for operational reasons
and unfair social and economic disadvantages for the affected
employees. If the reduction of hard coal capacities is market-

▪

8 July 2019: key implementation principles
published in stakeholder consultation
workshops

▪

4 September 2019: working version of
Hard Coal Exit Act leaked

driven along the reduction path anyway, no tenders will be
necessary in these years or the decommissioning premium put
out to tender will be zero".

Sources: WSB final report, Aurora Energy Research
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Key design parameters

The proposed auction design is tough on plant operators,
with forced closures if auctions are undersubscribed
Key design parameters

Current design proposal

Closure timeline

When should hard coal plants close? Evenly
or in turn with lignite?

▪

Hard coal plants close in turn with
lignite

Auction timeline

How frequently should auctions be held?
How far before closure?

▪

Several auctions for closure (details
not determined yet)

Clearing mechanism

Should auctions be pay-as-clear or pay-asbid?

▪

Pay-as-bid (leads to strategic bidding)

CHP subsidies

Should compensated coal plants lose CHP
subsidies?

▪

Accounting of CHP coal bonus

Restriction of past-2030
compensation

Should compensation be paid after 2030? Can ▪
it still be set by auctions?

Maximum bid

Should a maximum bid be set?

Mechanism to address
undersubscription

Compensation after 2030 only for
plants younger than 25 years

▪

Maximum bid decreasing over time
(not set yet)

Should undersubscribed auctions be
complemented by mandated closures?

▪

Mandated closures if auctions
undersubscribed

Selection in case of
oversubscription

Should past emissions be considered when
selecting plants to be closed?

▪

Bids are rescaled based on historical
emissions

Grid constraints

Should grid constraints be taken into account?

▪

Penalising capacities in grid-constrained
areas

Source: Aurora Energy Research
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Bidding behaviour

Expectations about plant value and replacement cost drive
closure bids; tactical bidding is to be expected
Components of bids for closure in 2022 (discounted),
kEUR/MW
▪ NPV of expected compensation
▪ Higher NPV of investment cost
in case of mandated closure
▪ Applies to industrial power plants
▪ NPV of expected higher auction
and CHP plants, which need to be
results in the future
replaced

▪ NPV of cost savings as
modernisation to
comply with BREF is no
longer required

800
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Profit
Compensation Closure costs
Early
expectation expectation
replacement
until 20302
investment

▪ NPV of future profits
▪ Profits defined as revenues
from power and heat minus
fixed and variable cost

▪ Higher NPV of anyway
decommissioning costs
▪ Higher NPV of anyway
social costs
▪ Additional social costs

Accounting Modernisation
of CHP
costs
coal bonus

Bid1

▪

Foregone profits from coal bonus

▪

Applies to operators, who would
replace existing coal CHP by gas
CHP, and hence would qualify for
coal replacement bonus

1) Bids show fundamental values without strategic considerations
Source: Aurora Energy Research
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Exclusion of CHP replacement bonus

Excluding CHP plants from receiving the coal replacement
bonus increases their bids, raising overall costs
Bid ladder for closure in 2022,
kEUR/MW

Anticipating higher bids
from CHP plants, nonCHP plants can bid
strategically and raise
bids as well, leading to
windfall profits

Profit expectation until 2030
Compensation expectation
Closure costs

Early replacement investment
Accounting of CHP coal bonus
Modernisation costs

Assumed auctioned
capacity

Without accounting for
CHP bonus
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The fundamental bids
from many power plants
in the first few years are
likely to be close to zero

Source: Aurora Energy Research
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Bids turn positive, driven
by profit expectations,
costs of closing early and
pulling forward
replacement investments

3

Excluding CHPs from receiving the
coal replacement bonus raises their
bids, as they require a higher closure
payment to become equivalent
between closing and staying open
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Effect of maximum bids

Under an assumed, degressive maximum bid starting at
150 kEUR/MW, some auctions would be undersubscribed
Hard coal capacity selected for closure by auction,
GW

Auctions

2022

2024

2027

2030

Assumed
maximum
price,
kEUR/MW

▪

The BMWi draft legislation does not
specify the levels of maximum bids yet;
we hence assumee a maximum bid
starting at 150 kEUR/MW, decreasing
to 100 kEUR/MW

▪

As the first auction round for closure in
2022 is oversubscribed, no mandated
closures are required

▪

The second auction round for closure
in 2024 does not see any eligible bids,
hence the entire capacity needs to be
selected by the regulator based on
plant age; the third round also sees
significant mandated closures

▪

This creates an implementation risk,
potentially delaying the coal exit

▪

From 2030, current draft legislation
only foresees compensation to be paid
to plants <25 years old, driving the bids
of older plants down

Mandated closures

150

6.0 (100%)

1.4 (100%)

1.4 (64%)

3.0 (100%)1

135

0.8 (36%)

116

100

1) Assuming no compensation is paid post-2030.
Source: Aurora Energy Research
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Location of plants to be closed

Even without discriminating against plants based in the
South, we expect >75% of closures to be in the North
Bid ladder for closure in 2022,
kEUR/MW
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Closed hard coal capacity before 2025,
GW

▪

Bid ladder for closure in 2024,
kEUR/MW
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Introducing a malus for Southern plants enables Northern plants to bid higher, increasing overall cost

Source: Aurora Energy Research
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Commodity price uncertainties

Development of commodity prices according to IEA New
Policies scenario would lower margins for coal power plants
Average prices in 2030,
EUR/MWh, EUR/tCO2 (real 2018)
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Profitability of example coal power plants1,
kEUR/MW
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▪

In addition to Aurora Central, the IEA New
Policies scenario was used, as it most closely
corresponds to a consensus market view.

▪

Different commodity prices in the IEA New
Policies scenario lead to lower market prices
and lower margins for coal-fired power plants.

▪

In the IEA New Policies scenario, gas and EUA
prices are 10-15% lower in 2030, and coal is
20% more expensive.

▪

Profits decrease by about 25-35 kEUR/MW
and old power plants cannot cover their fixed
costs even in late years.

1) Profits = Revenues on the spot market - variable and fixed costs
Source: IEA, Aurora Energy Research
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Commodity price uncertainties

Market participants following IEA New Policies scenario
assumptions leads to lower bids than Aurora Central
Bid ladder for closure in 2022,
kEUR/MW

Auctioned capacity
Maximum price
Bids under Aurora
Central

Bid under IEA New Policies
Eligible bid (bid<max. price)
Bid selected based on emission rescaling
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▪

Expectations about commodity prices are a key driver of bidding behaviour

▪

If bidders believe in the IEA New Policies Scenario, they bid lower than under Aurora Centrla

Source: Aurora Energy Research
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Disclaimer
General Disclaimer
This document is provided “as is” for your information only and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by
Aurora Energy Research Limited (“Aurora”), its directors, employees, agents or affiliates (together its “Associates”) as to its
accuracy, reliability or completeness. Aurora and its Associates assume no responsibility, and accept no liability for, any loss
arising out of your use of this document. This document is not to be relied upon for any purpose or used in substitution for
your own independent investigations and sound judgment. The information contained in this document reflects our beliefs,
assumptions, intentions and expectations as of the date of this document and is subject to change. Aurora assumes no
obligation, and does not intend, to update this information.
Forward looking statements
This document contains forward-looking statements and information, which reflect Aurora’s current view with respect to future
events and financial performance. When used in this document, the words "believes", "expects", "plans", "may", "will", "would",
"could", "should", "anticipates", "estimates", "project", "intend" or "outlook" or other variations of these words or other similar
expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements and information. Actual results may differ materially from the
expectations expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements as a result of known and unknown risks and uncertainties.
Known risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to: risks associated with political events in Europe and elsewhere,
contractual risks, creditworthiness of customers, performance of suppliers and management of plant and personnel; risk
associated with financial factors such as volatility in exchange rates, increases in interest rates, restrictions on access to capital,
and swings in global financial markets; risks associated with domestic and foreign government regulation, including export
controls and economic sanctions; and other risks, including litigation. The foregoing list of important factors is not exhaustive.
Copyright
This document and its content (including, but not limited to, the text, images, graphics and illustrations) is the copyright material
of Aurora[, unless otherwise stated]. No part of this document may be copied, reproduced, distributed or in any way used for
commercial purposes without the prior written consent of Aurora.
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